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JOIN SCOTT FOR IBERIAN AND MOROCCAN MYSTIQUE
Oct 6-16, 2024  |  Roundtrip Barcelona 

Explora II  (New ship!)  |  From $6,600pp

Ibiza, Tangier, Gibralter - I am excited about visiting
some of these "new to me" places and sharing this
adventure with friends and clients.  I will be putting
together a 4-night pre-cruise land trip to Madrid for
those that want a deeper experience in Spain.
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Cruise & Land Vacation News

Legendary World
3315 E Russell Rd  Suite A4-415
Las Vegas, NV  89120
Phone 702-898-6999   |   520-886-7447

NST #: 2003-0373

DISCLAIMER:  The prices we have quoted are available at the time the newsletter goes to print.  Pricing and availability are subject to change.  We
will always try to get you the very best value available at time of booking.  Unless otherwise stated, all cruise fares stated in this newsletter are

cruise only, include port charges and are per person, based on double occupancy.  Government fees & taxes are additional.  

EXPLORA JOURNEYS : NOT TOO BIG, NOT TO SMALL. IT WAS ALL JUST RIGHT!

LEGENDARY WORLD 7 NIGHT HOSTED SAILING
July 12-19, 2024  |  Venice to Athens 

Explora I  |  From $5,250pp

This itinerary features a great mix of popular and lesser
known stops,  all with history, architecture, scenery,
and of course great food & wine. Hit the hot spots in
Croatia and Montenegro before dipping into Puglia and
on to the Greek Isles. 

Doug and I have been on more than 100
cruises and nearly every cruise line.  I
have been thinking about our 10 days
on Explora Journeys - trying to come up
with all the reasons I loved it so much.  
The suites are beautiful with every
detail thought out.  Our Penthouse
Suite was fabulous but as you can glean
from this photo, even the entry level
suites (over 300 square feet) would
make for a dream vacation. 

But the suites are just the beginning.  
The decor on the entire ship is so
tasteful.  The bars and lounges have
comfortable seating and the outdoor
areas are beyond words.  Stormy
weather kept us from exploring for a
few days but when the sun came out
and we discovered deck 12 with the
running track, adult only Helios pool
and bar, and two huge whirlpools that
would each seat 25 people - we were
amazed!  On deck 5 we found the Astern 

wonderful, but the Marketplace is like a
buffet on steroids!  Everything is cooked
fresh at all the different stations.  There
was a carving station with meat of every
kind, and at least 4 different types of fish
that is grilled to order with numerous
sauces. You could have lobster tails,
oysters on the half shell, or sushi, and the
bread is to die for as was the pizza (I blame
that for at least 2 pounds a week!).   There is
a crepe station (another pound there),
fresh salads and vegetables, stir fry and
pasta stations - it just went on and on.  

There is nightly entertainment in the
lounge at 9:15 and 10:15 and there was not
a bad seat. It was really well designed. I am
totally in love with this ship!  I feel like
Goldilocks...not too big, not too small,
everything was just right!  

We’d love for you to experience Explora
Journeys for yourself. Call your travel
advisor today for current special offers! 

pool and bar, Atoll pool and bar
on deck 10 and the Conservatory
pool and bar on deck 11.  I have
never been on a ship with so
much outdoor public space.

OMG!...the food!   You know the
old saying, "no matter where I  
serve my guests, they always like
the kitchen best," - well  that is
how our group felt about the
Marketplace.  
We ate in all of the specialty
restaurants and the food was 



FOURTEEN (14!) NEW CRUISE SHIPS ARE ENTERING THE WATERS IN 2024!

Here are a few of our most notable:

AmaWaterways: AmaMagdalena (will sail in Colombia)

American Cruise Lines:  American Liberty and American Legend

Disney Cruises: Disney Treasure

Explora Journeys: Explora II

Princess Cruises:  Sun Princess

Royal Caribbean: Icon of the Seas (now the biggest cruise ship in the world)

Silversea: Silver Ray (Considered to be one of the ‘greenest’ ships)

Viking Ocean: Viking Vela

 -  WHY CHOOSE, WHEN YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL  -

One of the tag lines for Regent Seven Seas Cruises is “Why choose, when you can have it all”. Living a life of
abundance is what Regent Seven Seas is all about. Soothing spaces. Efficient and friendly staff. It seems that most
anything you could wish for is available to you. Our recent experience on the Grandeur was a testament to this as we
filled our senses with all that the ship had to offer.  

The culinary level has been “kicked up a notch” with venue choices that include the specialty restaurants of Pacific
Rim, Chartreuse, Prime 7 and the Italian Bistro Sette Mari.  One of our favorites is a restaurant where no reservations
are required: the Compass Rose. The Grandeur’s Compass Rose is clearly a fantasyland with its art deco style, unique
to this ship.  It takes your breath away.

The Grandeur features a Culinary Arts Kitchen similar to the teaching kitchens on the Explorer and the Splendor. With
space for only 18 students per class, we highly recommend booking this experience early. The high touch, hands on
experience rivals any professional teaching kitchen on land or sea.

 

Free 2-Category Suite Upgrade and reduced deposit on all itineraries PLUS up to 20% off on select sailings.   
New bookings only. Book by Feb 29, 2024.

LEGENDARY WORLD HOSTED SAILING
Jan 24 - Feb 5, 2025 | Roundtrip Miami

Caribbean | SS Grandeur

Crystal clear water beckons as you visit some of the
Caribbean's most enticing ports of call. Puerto Rico,
St Barts, Dominica, Antigua, Tortola - each unique in
culture, geography and activity options. Or delight in
simply soaking in the sun & rum and that's great too! 
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Over the years we have sent out many helpful hints but these five must be favorites because we continually get

comments from clients thanking us!

Zip Ties  

We buy bright colored zip ties at a local hardware store (usually 1000 to a bag). We lock our luggage with them and if

opened by TSA, they replace with a white one which immediately alerts us that the suitcase has been opened. I also

keep extra to lock carry-on bags that may need to be left with a bell hop at a hotel while waiting for our room to be

ready. These can be easily opened with nail clippers.

Black Trash Bags
Cut a large trash bag and use it to line your suitcase. Not only does it help protect contents if the case is left in the rain

on the tarmac or pier, but it also deters luggage handlers from snooping. It is not worth their time to dig beneath the

bag.

Packing Cubes
These can be purchased on Amazon, Target, REI etc. I usually travel with two shirt size cubes and one pant size cube.

When we arrive, the contents are rarely even wrinkled. It is especially helpful for that one night stay prior to a cruise

since all you need to do is open a cube.

Address Labels
Take a sheet of home address labels with you. It is so much easier to slap a label on ship tags, give to new friends etc.

My handwriting has gotten terrible - this way I at least know they can read the address!

Magnets
Carry a couple a magnets with you on a cruise. There is usually at least one wall that is metal where you can post spa

appointments, dining reservations etc. Easy to see without have to go through all the papers that are delivered to the

room every day. 

UPGRADE YOUR HORIZON - SPECIAL OFFER   

SEAS THE DAY with this CRUISE SAVINGS issue 
Most of our cruise partners have the best deals of the year for new

bookings made by Feb 29, 2024

Regent Seven Seas Cruises is recognized as one of the world's premier luxury cruise lines.  All-inclusive,
all-suite, all-balcony ships, plus superior space and service ratios combine to make it a client favorite.

LEGENDARY WORLD  HOSTED SAILING
Oct 1- Oct 12, 2024 | Boston to Montreal

Fall Foliage | SS Grandeur

Sail through the heart of New England and Canada.
Along this eastern coast is where rich history
combines with charming seaside towns, quaint
coves and dramatic coastlines. Only made better
with the magnificent fall colors as a backdrop.

R R

New to Regent is a program called Immersive Nights. This series of sailings in Europe and Asia features overnight stays
in many ports of call which allows for a deeper exploration, discovery and engagement with much-loved destinations.
This is the answer for those who want to go a bit deeper into a destination and enjoy evenings in a port of call.

As one of their top producers Legendary World can offer our guests incredible value with our special group rates,
complimentary shipboard credits, and most importantly - insider knowledge. 



Save $4,000 on Door-to-Door All-Inclusive fares with a 15% reduced deposit
or 

Save $2,000 on Port-to-Port All-Inclusive fares
New bookings only. Book by Feb 29, 2024

LEGENDARY WORLD HOSTED SAILING
Sept 16-30, 2025 | Venice (Fusina) to Athens, Greece

Silver Ray  (New ship!)
 

 Set sail on on Silversea’s newest ultra luxurious brand new ship, the Silver Ray,
through Italy, Croatia, and the Greek Isles.  You will visit some of the most inspiring

and desirous and historical coastal cities in the Mediterranean.  
EXCLUSIVE BONUS: $600 Shipboard Credit per couple

We are excited to welcome the Marina back to the feet as
she’ll be better than ever!  She recently underwent a
complete refurbishment to both public spaces, restaurants
and lounges, and penthouse suites and above.  Staying true
to its foodie roots, guests will enjoy the addition of three
new dining options, including the popular Aquamar Kitchen.
The ‘new & improved’ Marina will debut on May 18, 2024. 

JOIN ADELE & STEVE MCINTOSH ON A 12-NIGHT MEDITERRANEAN VOYAGE
June 29-July 11, 2024  |  Trieste, Italy to Barcelona, Spain 

Oceania Vista  (New ship!)  |  From $5,899pp

From Venice we will work down the Dalmatian Coast of Croatia, around
the “boot” of Italy, and through the Italian and French Rivieras ending in

Barcelona. Visit many of the classic ports, as well as some of the more
unique destinations such as Taormina, Sicily and Corsica, Italy.

 Bonus of $400.00 Shipboard Credit per couple   
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JOIN SCOTT CADDOW ON A 14-NIGHT TRANSATLANTIC VOYAGE
Sept 16-30, 2025 | Lisbon to New York City

Oceania Allura  (New ship!) |  From $5,999 pp
 

Cruising is the perfect way to visit off-the-beaten-path islands in the
Atlantic such as Madeira and the Azorzes.  Then we’ll head towards the

rugged coast and beautiful fall colors of Canada and New England, before
ending in New York City. I’d love for you to join me on this brand new ship!

 Bonus: Pre-paid gratuities, Beverage Package upgrade - and more!
  

 “SOME DAY! I‘LL VISIT“... PUT A DATE ON IT!
French Polynesia (Tahiti, Bora Bora, Marquesas Islands) are
frequently on bucket lists, but we’ve noticed that less than
you think follow through with actually going.  Now new for
2026 Silversea will make it easy and unforgettable  for you!

Silversea has just unveiled a collection of 20 extraordinary
itineraries that reveal French Polynesia in all its vibrant
color and character. Each journey will immerse guests with
intimate and exclusive experiences curated closely with
the locals of these 118 islands and atolls. 

Take advantage of one of Silversea’s richest offers EVER!

Oceania is offering incredible savings of up to 50% on select 2024 and 2025 sailings. 
Book by February 29, 2024

Past Guest?  More perks for you with Oceania Club! Select sailings are eligible for 10% savings.

Elegant, sophisticated and intrepid. From polar bears to palm trees, Silversea’s small luxury ships  sail pole-to-pole to
over 900 destinations (more than any other cruise line), visiting vast coastlines and fjords across all seven continents.
All ships feature spacious, ocean-view suites with butler service. Gratuities, premium  beverages and shore excursions
are included with all voyages. 

The Silver Whisper is the chosen vessel for this region, as she’s small enough to access
the archipelagos’ intimate ports and bays, while sailing guests in spacious ultra-luxury.
Your floating boutique hotel will feature onboard enrichment that mirrors the magic
found onshore, including locally-inspired cuisine, lectures and entertainment,

If Easter Island is on your list, this is for you!  One special 21-day
itinerary will sail from Valparaiso, Chile to Papeete, Tahiti. Guests will
be treated to a full day and a half to immerse in this intriguing
destination.  Sails on March 16, 2026.

CONSIDER SAILING ABOARD THE MARINA IN NORWAY THIS SUMMER

July 26, 2024 |  Copenhagen to Tromso  |  10 Nights
Explore Norway in depth on this journey that spotlights its extraordinary fjord
country, where spellbinding fishing villages rich in Viking heritage are hidden in

stunningly beautiful fjords guarded by colossal mountains.

Oceania Cruises emphasizes their excellent dining and culinary programs, combined with immersive travel
experiences. With small-ship elegance and destination-focused itineraries, Oceania provides discerning travelers a

refined cruise experience, Guests have the option for all inclusive pricing with their simplyMore program.



JOIN JEANNE & MICHAEL REUTER
NEW ZEALAND & AUSTRALIA VOYAGE

Feb. 3-19, 2025 |  Auckland to Sydney | 16 Nights   
Azamara Pursuit

Sail around New Zealand, the east side of Australia
and over to Tasmania. Sixteen days to explore,
have fun and learn about this amazing part of our
world. Come with Jeanne down under, Mates! 

Spring Savings Sale ~ Save up to $2000 on your 2024 cruise
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Book your cruise by March 21, 2024 and save big!  Many ‘country intensive’ itineraries to choose from!

LEGENDARY WORLD HOSTED SAILING
BEST OF IRELAND + SCOTLAND AND NORWAY

July 1 -13, 2024 |  Dublin to Oslo  |  12 Nights   

Azamara Onward

Join Tom & Kim on Azamara's newest ship! We will really

dive in to Ireland’s cutlure, history and scenery with this

immersive cruise. Plus ports of call in each Scotland and

Norway round out this rich and diverse program.

Azamara is a solid choice for an elevated premium cruise experience. With a commitment to longer stays in port
for enhanced destination immersion, Azamara is a popular line for our culturally curious travelers. 

Always included: 
Variety of dining venues & room service drinks, including alcohol, gratuities unlimited self-service laundry

JOIN BRIE & MATT KUIPER FOR A 7-NIGHT ALASKA DAWES GLACIER VOYAGE
June 14-21, 2024 |  Roundtrip Seattle  Celebrity Edge

Retreat suites start at under $5,000pp

We will sail at a great time of year in mid-June, with an easy roundtrip Seattle
itinerary that includes a marquee visit to Dawes Glacier. Stunning scenery
and a plethora of wildlife make Alaska a great trip for all ages. Don't wait to
book, as this ship will sell out fast! 

DESTINATION IMMERSION: 
COUNTRY INTENSIVE VOYAGES

Because some times you want just a ‘taste’, and
other times you want the WHOLE thing!.... Azamara
gets this, and it sets them apart from many other
cruise lines when it comes to destination immersion.  
Longer stays, and even overnight stays in port
offers ample time to hit the highlights then linger at
a cafe, shop til you drop, or take that siesta like a
local....The way vacation should be!

Country Intensive Voyages in Italy, France, Spain,
Iceland, Ireland - and more- offer more than a taste.
These are great alternatives to a custom land
program that require driving and packing &
unpacking  multiple times. It’s everything you love
about cruising, plus a real deep dive into a
destination you want to see a lot of. 

NEW PORTS FOR
CANADA & NEW ENGLAND SAILINGS

Azamara Journey and Azamara Quest will showcase the
best of the North East this Fall.  Guests will enjoy maximum
time to explore onshore thanks to longer stays in port,
combined by smaller ships’ size docking close to the most
desirable areas.  Here are a few highlights:

Nanortalik, Greenland: marvel at the majestic ice
formations, creating a surreal and unforgettable Arctic
atmosphere. 

Bar Harbor, Maine: Explore scenic trails, take in
panoramic views from Cadillac Mountain, and marvel at
the rugged coastline at Acadia National Park. 

Prince Edward Island, Canada: On the Island that
inspired Lucy Maud Montgomery's beloved novel
"Anne of Green Gables”, set sight on over 50
lighthouses dotted along the coast.

DOUG & BONNIE SAIL ON THE CELEBRITY APEX - WHAT A RETREAT!

After 30 years in the business, we know one size does not fit all.  Many clients love all the activities onboard the mega
ships while others prefer a more sedate cruise experience.  Then there are those in the middle who want it all!  They want
multiple dining choices, numerous pools and jacuzzis, art auctions, trivia, wine tasting, casino, shopping, entertainment
and more.
But, they don’t always want to be with several thousand people - and they want an all inclusive experience.

This is where the Retreat fits the bill perfectly.  Doug and I spent 7 days in the two story Edge Villa aboard Celebrity Apex.  
The suite was stunning (as you can see from the photos) but it was the experience that was the icing on the cake.

On arrival at the pier, we were directed to a separate Retreat embarkation area where snacks were available and check in
was completed in a matter of minutes.  Our butler met with us in our suite and made all dining reservations for us.  When
it was time for disembarkation, we were escorted from the Retreat Lounge by a concierge who used her magic key to
bypass all the floors for a quick trip from deck 15 to 5.  

There are seven Retreat category suites.  Celebrity Suite, Aqua Suite and Sky Suite
include the premium beverage package and access to the Retreat Lounge and
outdoor pool spa area. The Retreat concierge is at your beckon call.  They will assist
with pretty much anything you can think of.  The lounge has an assortment of snacks
and pastries throughout the day,  stocked fridges and a full bar.  They also have
access to Luminae, the smaller, more intimate Retreat dining room.

Now we get to the top suites - Icon, Edge Villa, Penthouse and Royal Suite.  These are
truly the top of the line in cruising.  In addition to everything above, if booked in any
of these four suites, you have a full meal plan with complimentary dining in EVERY
dining venue and all gratuities included.  We took full advantage eating at Eden twice,
Fine Cut Steakhouse twice, Le Petit Chef, Raw on Five and the Rooftop Garden.  Since
specialty coffees were also included, we made many stops at Café al Bacio for a latte!  
One suggestion - if eating at the Roof Top Garden, try to make a reservation on a night
when you are late leaving port... really beautiful to eat ourdoors with all the lights on
in port.

If you are undecided whether a big ship is for you, I highly recommend booking one of
the top four suites in the Retreat - it truly is a ship within a ship.  You can leave the
Retreat area and have all the amenities but return home to your own little slice of
heaven!



For our discerning clients who are seeking elegant comfort and authentic local immersion, AmaWaterways is our
“go to” luxury river cruise company.  The warm and welcoming decor instantly feels like a home away from home. 

CHRISTMAS MARKETS ON THE DANUBE:
Start planning now and give your Valentine the gift of travel!

As much as I have loved every European river cruise we have been on, there is
something really special about the twinkling lights in all the cities at Christmas
time.  We have been to the Christmas markets on the Rhine and the Danube
and while both were wonderful the Danube was our favorite. Vienna, Melk,
Passau, Prague, Budapest, Nuremberg - each market as unique as the cities
themselves.  And the beauty of the season is not limited to the cities - your
AMAwaterways ship will be decked out with holiday spirit to enhance your
journey in a very special way.  Beyond what the holidays have to offer you
can't forget the rich heritage of each port has to offer.  Whether visiting the
iconic  Schonbrunn Palace in Vienna, the beautiful Melk Abby in Durnstein, or
spending time on each side of the river in Buda and Pest, the Danube river
cruise promises to create great memories.

Prague is one of the complimentary Land Packages (book by March 31st!)
and would be a perfect addition to your Christmas Market cruise on the
Danube.  While strolling the markets, don't miss the traditional pastry of
Prague - Cesky Trdelnik - loosely translated it means Czech spindle cake.  The
thin pastry is rolled in caramelized sugar and cinnamon and cooked over open
coals...my mouth is watering just remembering them!  

Call your travel advisor now and start dreaming about the  holidays!

SEABOURN’S EXCLUSIVE SAIL OF THE YEAR  
Enjoy the following savings when you book by February 29:

Up to 15% off in savings on select sailings AND 15% reduced deposit
— and —

Up to $1,000USD per suite shipboard credit

LEGENDARY WORLD HOSTED SAILING
July 11-18, 2024  |  Amsterdam to Basel

AmaLucia  (New ship!)  |  From $3.999pp

The Rhine River is the land that fairy tales are made of!

Castles, vineyards, whimsical towns and villages - all

only made better as you experience it from the

comfort and elegance of a brand new ship.

EXCLUSIVE BONUS: Free pre-paid gratuities per suite  
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LEGENDARY WORLD HOSTED SAILING
June 12-19, 2025  | Arles to Lyon

AmaKristina  |  From $4,599pp

From romantic cities and UNESCO World Heritage

sites, to foodie havens and artistic epicenters, this

Rhone River itinerary has it all. Arles, France, where

many famous artists called home, ending in Lyon,

France’s culinary capital and home to legendary

vintages like Beaujolais and Côtes du Rhône.   

COMPLIMENTARY LAND PACKAGE LIMITED TIME OFFER
Complimentary and Reduced are words we love to hear when planning a
vacation.  New reservations booked by March 31, 2024 receive a
complimentary 2, 3 or 4 night land package before or after select 2024 or
2025 Europe river cruises!  This is up to $2,000 value per stateroom! Plus,
this offer is combinable with their special AirPlus fixed rates on airfare - a
great value on the entire journey.

Thanks to the small ship size (all less than 600 passengers), guests get to access intimate ports and often sail in to the
heart of landmark cities. Seabourn itineraries typically feature a combination of classic favorites along with off-the-
beaten-path hidden gems.  While everything is included while onboard - specialty dining, premium spirits, gratuties and
more - shore excursions are not included on your ocean sailings.  This allows guests freedom to customize and invest in
on shore experiences that are suitable to their taste. There is a skilled onboard concierge who can assist with these, or
you can work with your Legendary World travel advisor and their destination specialists.

BY CLASSIC OCEAN ...

Recently Seabourn has added two amazing expedition ships to the fleet; both
carrying 264 guests. The Venture and The Pursuit are state of the art, polar class
vessels that were purpose built for exploring - in ultra luxury fashion.. 

Ventures by Seabourn is their inclusive excursion offering in the fare.  Zodiacs,
snorkels, expert guided excursions, scuba and more.  And if you’re feeling really
intrepid, both of these vessels have expedition submarines available for an extra
(what we call) YOLO fee.

... and then there‘s the MARINA DAY!
One of Seabourn’s most popular guest offerings is Marina Day. Available
at select (SUNNY!) destinations, this fun-filled day features
complimentary watersports either from the ships’ unique, retractable
Marina platform or from a beach, which is typically on the same day as
when the line’s signature Caviar in the Surf and beach barbeque is
offered. Guests may enjoy a wide array of watersports, including kayaks,
pedal boats, donut rides, banana boats, paddleboards, waterskiing and
more. Guests can be as relaxing or adventurous as they choose to be. 

Whether on one of Seabourn’s ocean or expedition ships, the experience is described as ‘luxurious, yet relaxed —
elegant, yet casual — sumptuous, yet understated.’  Seabourn tends to attract interested and interesting people, and
these are often travelers who want unique experiences, onboard enrichment, and appreciate heartfelt hospitality.  

...OR INTREPID EXPEDITION

7-DAY CLASSIC CARIBBEAN YACHT HARBORS
Offered select dates Jan-March 2025-26

Bridgetown, Barbados; Castries, Saint Lucia; Guadeloupe or Little
Bay, Montserrat*; St John’s, Antigua; Carambola Beach, Saint Kitts

and Nevis; Great Harbour, Jost van Dyke, British Virgin Islands;
Philipsburg, Sint Maarten

*Little Bay is a maiden call for Seabourn starting in 2026



Yes, you need your Legendary World travel advisor!
Tourism in Costa Rica is booming, as expected. The quality of hotels and variety of experiences available has never been
better. And for being a relatively small country (Costa Rica could fit in Texas 13 times!), the diversity is significant and
transportation logistics can be something like Tetris trying to fit all in. Volcanoes. Beaches. Cloud Forest. Hot Springs.
Wildlife. Hotels & resorts that are destinations themselves. It is a multi region destination and there is a A LOT to choose
from.  So whether we design custom arrangements, or find you a perfect small group or active tour, you’ll want to work
with your Legendary World travel advisor to arrange an itinerary that’s seamless and just right for you - based on  your
interests, time and budget.

We’re proud to boast that our own President & Founder, Scott Caddow, has
earned the distinction as a Conde’ Nast Top Travel Specialist for Costa Rica
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Alexander+Roberts has been serving intrepid travelers since 1947, offering travelers a unique blend of adventure,
history, and culture. By providing expert guides and a deep commitment to cultural immersion, they make each
journey memorable. Join one of their small group departures or go on a fully custom itinerary personalized for you.

THE SPRINGS RESORT & SPA AT ARENAL
‘Where Vacation is Defined’
La Fortuna, Arenal
 

With a spectacular view of the Arenal Volcano, natural hot springs, five unique dining
venues, an impressive spa; plus activities galore at the onsite Adventure Center, The
Springs Resort is an over-the-top complete retreat. Great for couples, families, and groups.

Our clients exclusively receive: Breakfast for two daily, $125 spa credit, Club Rio Tour

EL SILENCIO LODGE & SPA
Cloud Forest retreat, a Relais & Chateaux property
Bajos del Toro

One of the most unique and tranquil luxury Costa Rican resorts. It is a natural immersion
retreat with waterfalls (and so much more) nestled on a 500-acre private reserve in the
cloud forest highlands. Offers an abundance of activities ranging from culinary & cultural
classes to horseback riding, biking, an adventure course and more.

NANTIPA - A TICO BEACH EXPERIENCE
 A ‘barefoot luxury’ experience, and Small Luxury Hotels of the World property
Santa Teresa, Puntarenas

Boutique beachfront hotel in the heart of Santa Teresa, featuring suites, bungalows and
villas. This beachfront property offers easy access to surfing, restaurants, shops, and
nightlife in the charming town of Santa Teresa. If horseback riding on the beach is on
your bucket list, this is the place.  Opened in 2019.

WHERE LUSH RAINFORESTS MEET PRISTINE BEACHES,
AND DIVERSE WILDLIFE ABOUNDS ~ PURA VIDA!

Cuba Inside Out with Alexander + Roberts
Explore like a local, with all the security and comfort of a luxury tour operator

On the A+R Cuba Inside Out tour, you will visit 4 UNESCO World Heritage showcasing the
colonial architecture of Havana, Trinidad and Cienfuegos - three of Cuba’s most
important cities. You will engage with Cuban artists and attend performances by dancers
and singers. Travel into the countryside for a farm to table lunch at an active organic
farm. Make a stop for rum tasting. And what would a trip to Cuba be without learning how
to roll a cigar or take a ride in a vintage American convertible? You get to do all of that!

The hotels are all boutique properties, exuding charm and ‘sense of place.’ They are not
high end but they are comfortable and perfectly appropriate for the destination.

All meals are included, air-conditioned transportation and airport transfers, luggage
handling, hotel taxes and gratuities are included (except for your guide).

Never more than 16 guests with guaranteed departures from $6099

Costa Rica

A few of our favorite hotels from our Signature Collection

TRAVEL + LEISURE’S DESTINATION OF THE YEAR FOR 2024

Scott Reminisces on his Trip to Cuba

Ah, how I loved my adventure to Cuba for my 51st Birthday! In 2017, Cuba was WIDE
OPEN and relatively easy to visit. I decided at the last minute to jump on an Alaska
Airlines flight from Los Angeles, non-stop to Havana. I picked up the visa at the
airport and was on my way.

I found the country and its people warm and gracious. Capitalism and
entrepreneurship had started to become more common with artists, tour guides and
small business popping up. I hired a private guide, in advance, through an online site.
Fingers crossed that he would actually show up. And show up he did! With a big smile
and a desire to show off his country and the sights of Havana. We stepped into
history in one of the thousands of classic era American vehicles you see throughout
the country. This destination is amazing!

There was a two year period where it was this simple, but unfortunately not anymore.

Cuba is still accessible, but only with licensed and approved operators. It is a much
sought after destination but government regulations determine how tours are
conducted. Fortunately Alexander + Roberts has jumped through all the necessary
hoops complying with all the requirements for the Support of the Cuban People
program.

Our clients exclusively receive: Breakfast for two daily, $125 spa credit, Club Rio Tour

Our clients exclusively receive: Breakfast for up to three guests daily, $100 spa credit


